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The good old United States of America, whether you admit it or not, is a severely litigation-o
When one is doing public shows, especially the ones that deal with magic, the very best thing
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The good old United States of America, whether you admit it or not, is a severely litigation-o
When one is doing public shows, especially the ones that deal with magic, the very best thing

One of the good insurance that some entertainers have has a one million dollar liability. It c
Having an insurance is like having a fire extinguisher. It is so much better to have one than

It has been said that the Society of American Magicians has the kind of insurance of this type

This works well just in case you use balloons for your act, or birds for that matter. If one o

For your information also, if you have performer´s insurance and you happen to perform a magic

If you have liability insurance and while you are performing, a child insists that he or she w

There are also magic tricks performed by clowns. Currently, it is highly unadvisable ˘ fortuna

These days you really cannot be too careful. And being too careful is still the best way to go

It is best that prior to doing a magic act or any public show for that matter, that you - as a
Doing so keeps you from any liability and your audience safe from choking unnecessarily.

One performer has an existing one million dollar liability, it also includes five hundred thou

Make sure though that once you get an insurance, that insurance company should be able and wil

All you need to do is be persistent. It is an item that is almost always considered a standard
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